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BCC Mail Manager LE
Postal Software Solution
High-performance mail management. Low-impact price tag
You don’t have to handle high-volume mail jobs every day to deserve the
profit-boosting and productivity-enhancing features of BCC Mail Manager™.
You won’t need expensive mainframe computers, either — just a PC and BCC
Mail Manager LE™, the leading choice of small and occasional mailers for
professional-quality presort power at a price even a sole proprietor can afford.
BCC Mail Manager LE allows you to presort mail jobs quickly and easily, within
a user-friendly interface that doesn’t require an advanced degree to use. It can
pay for itself in record time, too, thanks to the built-in economy made possible
by encoding your jobs against the USPS® ZIP + 4® database — updated six
times each year with every BCC Mail Manager LE subscription.
Put your profits where they belong: in your pocket. Choose BCC Mail Manager
LE. Only from BCC Software.

TOP MAILING EFFICIENCY. BOTTOM-LINE FRIENDLY
High-volume professional mailers understand the value of software that can
do the heavy lifting for them — ZIP + 4 encoding and presorting a job to
ensure maximum efficiency and minimum postal costs. BCC Mail Manager LE
from BCC Software is bursting with features that can greatly reduce costs and
improve efficiency in your mailing process. The road to increased savings and
productivity begins with BCC Mail Manager LE.

KEY FEATURES
»» High-productivity, high-value solution
»» Intuitive: simple to use and easy to

learn.

»» Imports many types of address files

including Microsoft Excel
»» Opens door to USPS automation and
workshare postal discounts
»» Certified for Full Service Intelligent
Mail
»» USPS ACS™ integration
»» Value-added features: graphical
label designer, USPS Intelligent Mail®
barcode generation and unique
serialization capabilities, and more

BCC MAIL MANAGER LE DELIVERS
»» Intuitive software design, as easy to learn as it is to use
»» Maximum postal discounts and the peace of mind of USPS

compliance

KEY BENEFITS
»» Intuitive workflow for short learning

curves and fast return on investment

»» Efficiency-boosting features that let you spend less time

mailing, and more time building your business
»» Integration with BCC Software’s in-house address

correction services, for up-to-date lists and more efficient
mailings
»» USPS Intelligent Mail® Full-Service compliant with

eSubmission for Mail.xml

PREMIUM OPTIONS AVAILABLE
Get even more functionality with these value-added extras.
»» Enhanced Carrier Route / eLOT® lets you generate

Enhanced Line of Travel assignments needed to claim
Enhanced Carrier Route discounts.
• Allows for High Density and Saturation rates when walk

sequence number is provided.

»» Money-saving presort functions that

minimize postage costs, and time
and labor-saving features enabling
fast job turnarounds
»» USPS CASS™ and PAVE™ Certification,
for full compliance with the latest
updated Postal Service™ regulations
and postage discounts
»» Exclusive access to our customer
portal where you can communicate
with power users of our software.
»» USPS Full Service Intelligent
Mail certified software utilizing
eSubmission for Mail.xml
»» Top results from the industry leader
for PC-based mailing software
solutions

»» Periodicals delivers appropriate postal discounts for

magazine or newspaper mailings occurring four or more
times per year.

SUBSCRIPTION INCLUDES
»» Bimonthly ZIP + 4/DPV®/LACSLink® data files updates
»» Unlimited customer support from product and industry

experts
»» Exclusive membership to BCC Software User Forums and

Customer Portal

For more information, visit: bccsoftware.com
75 Josons Drive, Rochester, NY 14623-3494
(800) 337-0442 • bccmarketing@bccsoftware.com
www.bccsoftware.com
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